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Berkin Details

Aesthetic in design, luxury to sit, Berkin is the choice for the discerning ones. Modern executive and conference 
seating sensibly designed to express a softer, more subtle, residential feeling with contract durability. Space can be 
artfully adapted so work and life coexist comfortably. 

Improve head &
neck support

Perfect support
back & spine

Comfort your
arm & elbow

Improve sitting
experience

Support your 
thighs correctly

Reduce the strain 
on your back

Seat height 
adjustable 

Light & heavy 
duty usage

360° smooth
movement

Headrest
(Ultimate neck rest level)

Backrest
(Keep the spine in nature curve)

Armrest
(Support your  arm in best position)

Seat
(Full support hip & tight)

Seat Depth Adjustment
(Adjust the seat to the right position)

Recline Tilt
(Reduce the pressure on discs and muscles)

Hydraulic Cylinder
(Class 4 standard)

Aluminium Base
(Support up to 120kgs)

Castor with PU Linen
(Suitable for all type flooring)

Berkin 01
(High Back)

Berkin 02
(Low Back)

Berkin 03
(Visitor)
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Materials

Dimensions

Berkin 01 (Front View) Berkin 01 (Side View)
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Berkin 02 (Front View) Berkin 02 (Side View)
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Berkin 03 (Front View) Berkin 03 (Side View)
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Headrest,Backrest, Armrest & Seat
Headrest, Backrest & Armrest
Seat   
Mechanism
Hydraulic cylinder (Gaslift)
Base
Base* (Berkin 03)
Castors

: Plywood shell
: High density foam
: PU molded foam
: Rotary point synchronized mechanism with adjustable seat depth
: Class 4 standard
: Die-cast polished aluminium
: Metal frame with chrome finish
: Nylon dual-wheel castors with PU linen

Upholstery

Fabric
PU Leather
Leather

: Classic, Teddy
: Maxim, Flex
: Natura

More information

For further information and resources for Berkin,
please visit maticdegree.com

*All dimension in mm

*Seat : 525W x 520D x 70H


